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Professional
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Vision

3304 Wrightsville Ave Unit A
Wilmington, NC 28403
877-799-8363
910-769-1792
Cell/ texts: 910-742-4895
visionhairextensions.com

Shipping Policy

Orders received by 4:00pm Eastern Standard Time will be shipped the same day.
Shipping takes place Monday-Friday.
Weekends and Holidays should not be counted when
calculating shipping time.

If you need to have your order on a specific day it's best to receive the order 1-2 days
before, to guarantee you will have it on time.
You can view our shipping chart on our website.
Any delays caused by weather are not subject to reimbursement
Special Order items will take extra time to ship (usually 5 days) please allow for this.
Free Shipping is available for US orders only
Call us if you have any shipping questions.

Refund and Exchange Policy

Refunds and exchanges are available only for unused and unaltered products. Once
a product has been used or package damaged no refunds or exchanges will be
given. Because of the variables in application and care of hair extensions it is not
possible to guarantee how long extensions will last. Vision recommends practicing
application techniques and following all care instructions for best results.
Returns: All full price hair extensions, adhesives, kits and hair care products can
be accepted as a return within 30 days after receipt of order provided they are

unused or altered and in their original packaging. All returns are subject to a 15%

restocking fee. No restocking fee will be deducted if return credit is used for future
orders.

Please E-mail vhe@visionhairextensions.com or call before returning any

merchandise to receive a RMA #. Returns will not be processed without a Return
Merchandise Authorization Number (RMA#) which must be written on the
outside of the package.

A $10 shipping fee may be deducted on returned items if free shipping was used for
the original order.

Clearance items and Special Order items are not returnable.

Replacement and Exchange: If the hair is not what was expected or products are
damaged during transit, call or e-mail within 15 working days from the date you

received the goods. No restocking fees will be charged for exchanged or damaged
items.
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Prices are subject to change without notice

About Vision Hair Extensions

Vision Hair Extensions was started by me, Lynn Bogen, in 2006. I became
a professional a hairstylist in 1981 and worked in the beautiful state New
Hampshire. In 2001 I attended a “Women’s Hair Replacement” workshop. Returning home I started advertising my new service. Much to my
surprise more people asked about hair extensions than anything else!
Hmmm, let’s figure out this hair extension thing. I added keratin to weft
hair and became a “Hair Extensionist.” A few years later I became certified in Great Lengths, SoCap USA and Euro SoCap.
Back problems forced an early retirement from my career but not my love
for hair extensions. So began Vision Hair Extensions. The business
started by ordering extensions directly from India, soon after we became
certified retailers of 808 by the Hair Shop, Euro SoCap, and Donna Bella.
Michelle, my daughter, has been working in the business since the beginning and has a thorough knowledge of the workings of hair extensions.
We specialize in personal service and strive to help our customers with
color matching, amount and length advice. We consider our customers to
be our friends and partners. Because we are a small business we are able
to accomplish this and more.
Located in Wilmington, NC, Vision specializes in keratin tipped (fusion),
and tape-in extensions. We also carry I-tipped (micro-ring), clip-ins and
weft extensions. Most of our hair can be shipped out the same day so you
can get it fast! Give us a call if you are looking for a friendly and knowledgeable hair extension supplier for all your hair extension needs.

Sincerely,
Lynn Bogen
Vision Hair Extensions
Wilmington, NC

Vision

Professional
Hair Extension
Supplies
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Tape-in Hair Extensions

- 12", 14", 16”, 18" & 22" lengths
- Straight texture, may wave slightly
after wash
- 10 individual wefts - 1 1/2" wide
- Single strands are available (18” only)
- 100% Pure Human Remy Hair
- Lasts 4 - 6 months
(reapply every 6-8 weeks)
- Reusable with replacement tape
- Every pack of Donna Bella tape-in extensions includes 12 Ultra Hold
replacement tapes.
- Color selections - visit: visionhairextensions.com to view colors or, better
yet, order a color ring for best color matching.

These seamless extensions are made from 100% human remy hair, which
means they look and feel just like your own. Tape-ins will not cause any
damage to your hair, and they are easily applied without the use of tools,
beads, clips, or chemicals. Donna Bella tape-in extensions are gently
removed using a tape-in remover.
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How many tape-ins do you need? The average person needs 3-5 packs for a
full head of extensions. For fine hair that is past shoulder length 3 packs
may be enough. Thicker hair will require more packs. The trick is to have
enough extensions to match the thickness of your clients hair. If you are just
looking for volume and not length fewer extensions will be needed. Don’t
forget about single sided hair extension tape, which is ideal if you want less
thick strands.

Donna Bella Tape-ins

Donna Bella Tape-ins “Best Seller”

12", 14", 16”, 18" & 22" lengths
10 wefts per pack
18” available in single wefts
12”- $50, 14”- $60
16”- $72, 18”- $79
22”- $99

18” lengths - 10 wefts per pack
Single wefts available for $9
15 Fantasy colors to choose from
18”- $79

18” & 22” lengths
10 wefts per pack
11 Ombre colors
18”- $79

18” & 22”” lengths
10 wefts per pack
13 Rooted colors
18”- $79

Donna Bella Tape-ins
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Tape-in Hair Extensions by Euro SoCap
18" & 22” length (22” is a special order item)
Professional Sales Only

Available in all Natural Euro SoCap colors
(see website or better yet buy a color ring to select colors)
100% remy natural Indian hair, becomes wavy after wash
Each package contains 6 Tape-in Hair Extensions
(Single Sticker extensions are available to buy)

An average full head application requires 5-6 packs and lasts 4-8 weeks
before reapplication
Euro calls their tape-in extensions "sticker hair extensions"
Sticker and Tape-in extensions are the same thing.

Example of curl pattern
with Euro SoCap hair
after wash.
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Euro SoCap Tape-ins

Mini Tape-ins by Vision
-

Perfect for highlights

2/3" wide, 1/3" wide when folded or cut in half
1.2 gram weight - 18" long
100% human remy hair
straight texture, can be curled
single strands available
also called M-tapes, micro tapes
Natural colors

#1B - Off Black
#2 - Dark Brown
#4 - Medium Brown
#6 - Light Warm Brown
#8 - Light Natural Brown
#18 - Medium Ash Blond
#18/22 - Mix Light Ash Blond & Lt. Blond
#60 Lightest Blond

$35 full pack of 10
$5 single strand

Fantasy colors
Blue, Teal, Red, Purple, Hot Pink, Pink

Mini Tape-ins
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25 pieces per pack
18” Length
22” Length

Euro SoCap keratin tips after trimming

10 pieces per pack
16” Length

Euro keratin tips before trimming

Strand by Strand
Application
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Euro SoCap Keratin

Euro SoCap Keratin Tipped Hair Extensions
Professional Sales Only
100% Pure Indian Remy Hair

Flat Tipped with small bonds for a lightweight feel
(comparable to U-Tips with the same application process)
25 Strands per pack
Euro So Cap hair has a natural wave after shampoo.
This is the best hair to use for clients who have
natural body in their hair
29 Natural Colors
16", 20" & 24" lengths

Euro SoCap is the only
hair we carry that is
selected, colored and
created in Italy.

The hair is purchased by
Euro SoCap directly from
Indian Temples.
It is then shipped to Italy
where it is
inspected and sorted by
length.

The coloring process is a
slow osmosis
lightening bath that keeps
the integrity of the hair.
All colors are naturally
derived. No synthetic
dyes.

Big News!

Euro SoCap is changing
their name to
Seiseta
pronounced: see-say-ta
Same great hair!

Euro SoCap Keratin
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Donna Bella Kera-Link (keratin fusion)
Donna Bella’s Kera-Link Hair Extensions are bonded to the hair using a
strand by strand (fusion) method. This allows for 360 degrees of
natural hair movement for its wearers. This method of installation is
perfect for all hairdos, whether you wear your hair up or down.
Long Lasting: Donna Bella’s 100% Remy Kera-Link Hair Extensions last
3-6 months and can be reused 1-2 times. The bonds can be removed and
the keratin fused hair extensions can be
reinstalled with new keratin rebonds so
your long locks can last.
Price: Kera-Link Human Hair
Extensions are an exceptional price for
the quality and quantity of hair that is
received. Each hair package includes 20
strands of hair. Plus, each strand of hair
is 100% Remy human hair that has
never been treated or processed beyond
its coloring and moisturizing. This gives you top quality hair at the most
competitive price.
No Slippage: Because the Kera-Link bonds are fused to your own
natural hair, there is no chance of the keratin fusion extensions falling out.
This is the perfect solution for those who want to have a new hairdo but
don’t want the stress of a possible hair extension
malfunction.
Natural: Kera-Link Hair Extensions are attached to the hair using a strandby-stand method. Unlike the beaded and tape-in hair extension methods,
the keratin bonds are fused directly to the strands of the client’s hair. This
allows for natural looking and feeling hair that you will adore.
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Donna Bella Keratin

Donna Bella Kera-Link (keratin fusion)

Natural Colors
16”, 18” & 22” Lengths
Available in single strands $3 (18” only)
20 strands per pack
16”- $42, 18”- $50, 22”- $64

Ombre Colors
18” & 22” Lengths
20 strands per pack
18”- $50
22”- $64
(22” is special order)
Rooted Colors
18” & 22” Lengths
18” vailable in single strands (18” only)
20 strands per pack
18”- $50
22”- $64
(22” is a special order)
Fun Fantasy Colors - 18”
Available in single strands $3
20 strands per pack
$50 a pack

Wavy & Curly 22” Length
20 strands per pack
$64 a pack
Donna Bella Keratin
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808 Keratip (keratin fusion)
Professionals receive 15% off regular retail
Made of 30% Indian Remy Hair & 70% Asian Remy Hair (highest quality
Asian). The Super Keratip keratin bonds are long lasting, up to 6 months, with
no break down and no shedding.
Straight, Body Wave and Deep Wave hair textures
12", 14", 18" and 22" lengths
12" pack has 28-31 strands weighing approx. .7g each $40-$50
14" pack has 25-27 strands weighing approx. .8g each $45-$55

18" pack has 22-24 strands weighing approx. .9g each $55-$65
22" pack has 17-19 strands weighing approx. 1g each $65-$75

Made with Super Kera-Tip bonds
the strongest keratin available
Body wave may loosen, straight may have wave
An average full head will need 4-6 packs of extensions
Deep wave will vary in curl. Light colored deep wave may be dry
because of the high amount of processing required.

808 Keratin Tips
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808 Keratin

808 Exclusive Keratip (keratin fusion)
Professionals receive 15% off regular retail
The latest brand is here to provide
your clients with the best hair
experience imaginable!

The 808 Exclusive is 100% Asian hair
with thick strands that are

guaranteed to retain full moisture

and have less breakage. Its a most
natural look and will have your

straight haired clients asking for this
luxury hair every time!

14”, 18” & 22” lengths available. It has a straight texture that is perfect for
people with straight hair. 808 Exclusive can be curled or worn

naturally straight. 808 Exclusive is highly recommended if tangling has been
an issue in the past.

Some colors and lengths are special order.

808 Deep Wave Keratip Fusion
18" & 22"
Blend of Asian and Indian hair
3/4 ounce weight per pack
(sold by weight not pieces)
18" has 22-24 strands
22" has 17-19 strands

808 Keratin
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Q Indian Temple Keratin Tipped
Q stands for Quality

Indian Temple hair is considered by many to be the most beautiful hair in the
world. These real Indian hair extensions are fine in texture and comes with a
natural body wave that is the perfect texture. It comes from India's temples where
Indian (Hindu) women donate their hair to show their
gratitude to God, ''a ritual called tonsuring.”
Vision purchases Q Indian Temple hair directly from the source in India who
painstakingly cleans and colors it into our 12 beautiful colors,
(hair lengths run 1" - 2" longer than described)
(color #1B is virgin because it is the natural color and has never been touched).

-

25 strands per pack
1g strand weight
Tipped with a flat keratin bond, fusion application
Cuticle correct remy hair
Hair has a natural body wave when washed
Single drawn - natural taper
Wear natural, curl or straighten
Lengths: 14", 18" and 22"
Natural curly is available in color #1B - #2, 22” length

14” - $55
18” - $65
22” - $75

Q Indian Flat Keratin Tips
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(trim before application)

Q Indian Temple Keratin Hair

Best Value!

Vision Select
Keratin U-tips
High Quality Remi
human Hair
“A fantastic price for
great quality hair.”

-

14" and 18“ Length
25 Strands per pack
U-Tipped with Italian Keratin
Remy quality
Straight texture, can be curled

14” - $34
18” - $39

Vision Select line of hair extensions offers 100%
human remy hair at the most affordable price
possible. Vision Select uses Burmese hair which has
a naturally straight texture that can be easily curled
to blend in with most hair types.

Vision Select
Keratin Tips

(trim before application)

Highlight strands are
available in packs of
5 strands in regular
and fantasy colors

Vision Select Keratin U-tips

Don’t forget to ask
for a free pack of
highlight strands
with every $100
order.
5 strands
for $8
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Economy Keratin Hair Extensions

Economy Hair Extensions by Vision are the least expensive hair extensions
we sell. If you are looking 100% human hair at the best prices you have come
to the right place. Don’t get us wrong, a cheap price doesn’t mean bad
quality. Economy hair extensions are made of 100% human Asian hair. They
are 18 inches long with straight texture. 18 inches is the most popular length
for hair extensions. We do not
recommend economy hair for full head use. They are better for
highlights and to mix in with other hair extensions. These Asian hair
extensions are not 100% remy and may tangle if a full head is applied.
We recommend Vision Select brand if you are looking for remy hair at a good
price.
25 strands per pack
$29 per
18 inches long
pack
Italian Keratin - U-Tips
Fusion application
Lasts 2-3 months on average
.7 g per strand
Not recommended for professional use
Straight, Asian hair
For removal use Vision Alcohol based remover
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Economy Keratin Hair

I-Tip hair extensions - Use with Micro Rings
I-tip hair extensions are perfect if you do not want to use heat, (keratin fusion), to apply hair extensions. I-tip application is sometimes called “cold fusion” but it is not the same as the expensive cold fusion machines, ($4,000
and up), which uses sound waves to melt the keratin.
I-tips are great for just a few highlight strands. There's no need for electricity
to apply these micro ring fusion hair extensions so they are perfect for outdoor events, team colors, charity events, and parties. Full head applications
can also be achieved. Vision Hair Extensions carries Donna Bella I-link, I-tip
fantasy highlights in packs of 5 strands, grizzly feather I-tips and 808 I-tips
(professional sales only)
Tools needed for I-tip installation - All tools available in Accessories
Pulling loop or hook
Pliers to close and open micro rings or the Donna Bella Flair Hair
Extension Tool Set for hard to remove Micro Rings
Micro rings

Donna Bella I-tips

18”
20 strands per pack

$50 per
pack

I-Link Hair Extensions are an
exceptional price for the quality and
quantity of hair that is
received. Each hair package
includes 20 strands of hair, each
weighing one gram. Plus, each stand
of hair is 100% Remy hair that has
never been treated or processed beyond its coloring and moisturizing.

Donna Bella I-Link
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808 Remy I-Tipped
Professionals receive 15% off regular retail

Made of 30% Indian Remy & 70% Asian Remy Hair (highest quality
Asian). The I-Tips are made of Super Keratip keratin which is strong and
long lasting, with no break down and no shedding.
Straight, and Body Wave
Body wave may loosen, straight may have wave
100% Remy Hair Extensions
I-Tipped for use with Micro Rings. Small-Medium silicon micro rings are
recommended
Small .5g strands are perfect for fine hair
Available Lengths: 14", 18", 22"
Packs are 3/4 ounce each
# Strands per pack (strand counts are approximate)
14" - 39 strands $45-$55
18" - 34 strands $55-$65
22" - 27 strands $65-$75
An average full head will need 3-6 packs
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808 I-Tip Hair Extensions

Euro SoCap Flat-I-tips
Professional Sales Only

18" & 22” long (22” is a special order)
10 Strands per pack
If you have never been a fan of I-tip
/micro-ring style hair extensions you
will be now. In the past I-tip
extensions were slow to put in and
tended to slip unless crimped perfectly.
Removal was hard because the ring
sometimes bent wrong and wouldn’t
come out.
Sometimes the keratin tip will became
soft and was hard to reuse.
Now comes a new system!
Euro SoCap’s new “Flat Ring-On Hair Extensions”
solves all of those problems.
The flat shaped tip fits perfectly in a micro-ring. (grooved micro-ring)
Flat shape holds onto the client’s hair securely for no slipping.
Flat shape is wider for better cover - no more stringy looking extensions.
Easy application. Just one squeeze with pliers is enough.
No crimping required.
Easy to move up. Because the micro-ring is not crimped it can simply be
reopened, slid up and reapplied.
The tip is made of a long lasting micro-mesh rather than keratin. Stays hard
for 1-3 reapplications.
Hair lasts 3-6 months with
proper maintenance.
18" & 22” lengths
(22” is special order)
10 pieces per pack
Buy micro-rings separately.
Euro SoCap grooved beads are
recommended.

Euro SoCap Flat-I-Tips
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Weft, Halo & Clip-in Hair Extensions
100% Remy Human Hair

Halo (Solo) Hair Extensions by Donna Bella

Our 100% Human Solo Hair is attached to one long,
wide weft and strung onto the back of an
adjustable microfilm wire. Simply move the notch of the
wire to fit your head size, then slip your Solo on as you
would a headband, pulling your natural hair over the
wire to disguise. 120 grams
Available in all Donna Bella natural colors 16”, 18”, 20”

Special Order Item
starting at $150

Weft hair extensions

are used for many types of hair extensions.
They can be made into custom Clip-ins.

Cut from the weft and bonded into hair with keratin glue
Woven into hair with a braid and sew method

Applied with a beaded weft application 120 grams

Call for weft prices & availability.

Donna Bella Clip-ins

18” length - more lengths available by special order
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Sono Clip-ins by Donna Bella
are premium quality clip-Ins.
They are made from the same
high quality, 100% human hair
you've come to expect from
Donna Bella products.
18” in stock 120 grams
Other lengths can be ordered
16” $120
18” $150
22” $160

Halo, Clip-ins & Weft Hair Extensions

Bohyme Luxe

Wefts - Machine & Hand Tied
Professional Sales Only
Call for prices

Bohyme® Luxe hair comes from ethical sources and individual donors.
This allows the hair to be at its most natural state, which results in less
damaged and healthier hair. By emphasizing the importance of quality,
Bohyme® Luxe has been able to produce the most impeccable hair extensions to date.
EXCLUSIVE TO STYLISTS &
SALON PROFESSIONALS
This high-end collection was designed with stylists and salon professionals
in mind. Whether it’s fuller hair or a thinner weft, our goal was to simply
create a hair extension collection that stylists would be proud to use on
their own clients.

Hand Tied Wefts

Machine Weft

Body Wave

18” available in stock other lengths available by special order
Weight: 3.9 oz - 4.0oz / 110 grams - 114 grams
Weft Hair Extensions
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Fantasy Highlight Hair Extensions
$8 for
pack of 5
strands

I- tip Fantasy Color Hair Extensions (formerly Lord & Cliff)
18" long colored hair extensions
Pack of 5 pieces - 100% human hair
Use with large micro rings

Party Colored Hair Extensions
Great for Kids Parties

Made from heat resistant
synthetic hair that can be curled
and straightened.
Use medium heat with your
curling iron or flat iron 350
degrees Fahrenheit.

$5
pack of 5
strands
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Flat keratin tipped for fusion
Colors will not fade!
I-tipped for use with
large micro rings.
18" long
Great Price! 5 strands for $5

Colors from left to right: Blue, White, Red, Green, Purple, Sky Blue, Neon
Pink, Pastel Pink, Magenta Pink
-Quantity discounts available-

Fantasy Highlights

Tape-in Accessories
Donna Bella
Single Sided Tape $12

Euro SoCap Replacement
Tape - Professional Sales

Donna Bella
Replacement Tape $11
Mini Tape-in
Replacement Tape $5

Euro SoCap Single Sided
Tape - Professional Sales

Donna Bella Tape-in
Remover $12

Tape-in Placement Card
$10
C22 Remover $8.95

Euro SoCap Tape-in
Remover
Professional Sales

Euro SoCap Tape-in Assembly
Pliers - Professional Sales

Tape-in Accessories
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Keratin Fusion Accessories

Shields
10 for $7

Euro SoCap Shield
Professional Sales

Donna Bella Shields
10 for $9

Donna Bella
Rebonds
$7

Euro SoCap Rebonds
Professional Sales

Super Keratip Rebonds
$42

Professional Application Iron $49
23

Economy Application Iron $29

Keratin Accessories

Keratin Fusion Accessories
Professional
Removal
Pliers $20

Donna Bella Luxe
Multi use pliers
I-tips & Keratin
$40

Donna Bella
Classic Keratin
Remover pliers
$25

Donna Bella
Keratin Cutter
$25

Euro SoCap
Keratin Removal
Pliers
Professional Sales
Keratin Accessories

Euro SoCap
Keratin Assembly
Pliers
Professional Sales

Donna Bella
Strand Organizer
$49 top
$40 tri-pod
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Keratin Fusion Accessories

Vision Keratin
Remover
4oz $10
8oz $15

D-Bond Gel Keratin
Remover 4oz
$7.50
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Donna Bella
Keratin Remover
4oz $12

Donna Bella Color Ring
$55

Euro SoCap Color Ring
small & large sizes
Professional Sales

Removers and Color Rings

Euro SoCap
Keratin Remover
4oz
Professional Sales

808 Color Ring
$55

Vision Select
Color Ring $40

Micro-Ring Accessories

Euro SoCap grooved rings

Copper micro rings - $6 for 100

We carry many types of Micro Rings

Silicone Micro Rings- Sm, Lg, XLg - Bottle of 100-$8, Bottle of 1000-$60

Copper Micro Rings- Sm, Lg - Bottle of 100-$6, Bottle of 1000-$49

Donna Bella Grooved Rings - 100 pieces $14

Euro SoCap Grooved Rings - professional sales only

Pulling
Loop $4

808 Extra Small Silicone Rings - 250 pieces $32

Silicone micro rings - $8 for 100
X-small silicone
micro rings by Hair Shop

Hair Extension Care Supplies - see website for prices
$35

$15
Micro Rings and more

$10

$8
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All these
extensions
and More!

Vision

Professional
Hair Extension Supplies
Come visit us in beautiful Wilmington North Carolina
Feel free to call text or email us with any questions.

